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PEARS Monthly Meeting 
Donovan ZS2DL - Highlights of his recent Dayton Hamfest trip 

Tuesday, June the 21
st

, 7:30 pm 
at the Italian Sporting Club, Charlo, 17 Harold Road. 

 

Chairmans Report: 
Firstly let me start off by thanking everyone for their offers of support for the year ahead. With such 
enthusiasm I know that my job and that of the committee is going to be so much easier. 

As mentioned at the AGM my proposed theme for the year is “COMMUNICATION”. 

If we do not set targets or have a vision for the future we end up not only stagnating but if fact going 
backwards. Communication can mean many different things, from working HF, chatting on the repeaters, 
giving a presentation at monthly meetings or just keeping everyone informed of your activities. Let us all 
make an effort to COMMUNICATE. 

After our first committee meeting I can report that we have many ideas for the period ahead so please 
watch the website, listen to the Sunday bulletin and attend monthly meetings to stay informed and most 
of all support the planned activities. 

In closing remember that PEARS depends on the members so get involved and above all have fun doing it. 

73 
Tony Allen ZR2TX 

 

WRINKLY RAVERS 
The next regular monthly lunchtime meeting of the Wrinklies will take place on 

Thursday the 2nd June, 2011 at the Cattle Baron, Sunridge Park. You will only be 

excused if you have a "more" important appointment, or you do not have any wrinkles. 

Come join the folks for some tremendous company and fun, whether you have wrinkles 

or not. -------- SEE YOU THERE!!!!! 

 

 

 

We were sorry to hear that Rina, XYL of George ZS2E, was in hospital 
recently. As well as Jutta ZR2BZ , XYL of Hans ZR2AX. 
We wish them a speedy recovery. 

 
 

Club Subs are now overdue 
It is that time of the year again and club subscriptions are now overdue. R100 per member. Spouses 
pay R30 and students R30. Wifi fees are R150 per month.  The Club's banking details are: Nedbank 
Savings; Account No: 221 252 7594; Branch Code 121217.  
When making a bank deposit please use your call sign as a reference. 
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SARL RADIO TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION 
Saturday 4 June 2011 - Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 

 
08:30 Registration. 

New venue!!! Drive into the South Summerstrand Campus, through the gate, past the information 
centre on the left and left into the next turnoff. Find a parking somewhere near the building (see 
map next page). Enter the Embizweni building (9), climb the stairs to the 1st floor, turn left (west) 
and through the passage to the Old Mutual Centre (4). The lecture room is 003 (the usual venue at 
the North Campus is being used for exams). 

09:00 Opening address. 
09:15 Amateur Radio a valuable resource for further education. 

Speaker: Dennis Green ZS4BS, President SARL 
While Amateur Radio is a valuable resource for young people as a primer for a career in 
communication and electronics, it affords older people the opportunity for further education to 
enhance their enjoyment of the Amateur Radio hobby which is generally accepted as the most 
rewarding of all scientific hobbies. For technicians in Industry it is a valuable resource for 
experiential learning. 

10:00 Panel discussion – “How can older amateurs get more value from amateur radio?” 
Panellists: Dennis Green, Rassie Erasmus, John Willescroft, Eddie Leighton, local club chairman and 
Hans van de Groenendaal (Panel Chairman) 

10:30 Refreshment break. 
11:00 Student Satellite projects at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology. 

Speaker: Jean Bester 
Jean completed his Masters degree last year. He works for F'SATI under the internship programme 
of the NRF together with 9 other satellite project team members. 

12:00 Introduction to Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 
Speaker: John Willescroft 
The FPGA what is it and how does it work (see page 8). A simple explanation of the FGPA, its 
advantages, were you can use it, how it is used in Amateur gear and what to do to get started using 
FPGA‘s. 

13:00 Light lunch. 
13:45 KletsKous and SAiSAT- an update on the two SA AMSAT CubeSat projects. 

Speakers: Hans van de Groenendaal and John Willescroft 
14:30 Rapid Deployment of Amateur Radio in the field (RADAR). 

Speaker: Eddie Leighton ZS6BNE 
15:15 The new faces of SARL Hamnet. 

Speaker: Francois Botha 
15:45 Arissat a new version of SuitSat to be launched from the International Space Station end July. It 

will wow the youth! 
Speaker: Hans van de Groenendaal 

16:15 Wrap up and attendance prize draw.  
This soldering station by RS Components could be yours in the luck 
draw. 

Entrance Fees: 
The entrance fee includes refreshments, a light lunch and entry into the 
lucky draws that takes place throughout the day. 

 Members    R50 

 Non Members  R70 

 Students attend free on production of a student card. 
A booking form can be downloaded from: www.amateurradio.org.za/RTAPE2011.htm  
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The Mountain Bike Down-hill Race 
The race took place on 6/7/8 May (Fri, Sat & Sun), on a farm between Loerie and Hankie.  Friday and Saturday were 
exclusively for practice runs by those competitors that wished to avail themselves of the opportunity, the actual race 
taking place on the Sunday.  The specially prepared track snaked down the side of a mountain, being about 1.3 km 
long.  The ‘race’ was to consist of two timed runs down the track that included humps, jumps, drop-offs, sundry 
rocks and other daunting obstacles.  Rumour has it that only certifiable lunatics participate in these events! 

Our club was asked to provide three radio points – at the start, finish and with the paramedics, with more operators 
on the actual race day because of the high risk of serious injury.  Wolf ZS2WG and Andre ZS2BK did duty at the start, 
with Beavan ZS2RL and Ted ZR2ES covering the finish and the paramedics. 

Initially we did not know what radio conditions would await us, so we went fully armed with poles, fancy antennae 
etc – only to find that hand-held radios on simplex were perfectly adequate, all the points being virtually line-of-
sight.  And the Longmore repeater came in full-house. 

Little did we know that the greatest challenge that we would face would be MUD, like in clay, and lots of it! 

The last few hundred metres of the access routes to the start and finish were along farm tracks.  It had rained on the 
Thursday evening, so when traversing these tracks upon arrival on Friday morning we had a foretaste of what was to 
come – the tracks were rather slippy-slidy, but manageable. 

Fortunately it did not rain on Thursday, the competitors did their thing with great enjoyment and no broken bones, 
and everybody went home happy at the end of the day. 

On Friday night the gods stopped smiling, and serious rain set in, raining for most of the time on Friday – varying 
between drizzle and deluge.  Cyclists emerging from the track at the finish point were unrecognisable, being 
completely coated in the sticky mud/clay – strangely, they seemed to enjoy it.  But vehicles were having a torrid 
time, wheels scrabbling while they slid all over the place. 

The real problems started when it was time to pack up and go home – all the rain (25 mm??) plus the traffic during 
the day had reduced the farm tracks to a nightmare.  To get out, vehicles at the start had to negotiate an up-
gradient, and even 4x4’s could not manage it – the farmer’s tractor had to come to their rescue.  Vehicles at the 
finish did not fare much better – 4x4’s had to rescue all those not blessed with 4-wheel drive.  Not much fun, 
hitching tow-ropes in the heavy rain and grovelling in the mud/clay that stuck to everything like the proverbial ….!  
Even those who chose to walk out had difficulty – a moment’s inattention, a slip, and you were on your plonk with 
severe ego-damage. 

Rain continued throughout most of Saturday night, with the result that the organizers, with great reluctance, had to 
cancel the actual racing that was to take place on Sunday – the incessant rain had made conditions impossible. 

Beavan ZS2RL 

 

Additional input from Johannes, ZS2JO, who was positioned at the drop-off which was a very steep drop of about 5m: 

My location was certainly one of the best spectator points where the need for a radio operator can be justified.  I 
have viewed a few wipe-outs of which some could have been more serious, needing the assistance of an ambulance. 
Although not much was relayed to or from me, I have found that the marshals enjoyed the reports from JOC.  For 
example, announcing the start times or that a specific category has just started, etc. Maybe if we get to do the event 
again, we will be utilised better as the marshals are now aware of us. 

Communication was a bit difficult as one is positioned right at the bottom with the cliff shielding you from most of 
the rest of the operators and especially from JOC. When John’s (ZR2JDV) x-banding was working, it worked well.  This 
technology can certainly be used for future events.  

Using excellent bike control, most of the cyclists cycled down all the way. However, some did walk down, which in 
itself was not that easy as drop off is very steep and on top of that the cyclist needs to hold on to his/her bike. 

All in all it was a pleasant day with the rain staying away for most of the event.  The rain only really started becoming 
a problem once the seniors started their race. Using a mountain bike to get to and from my point greatly reduced my 
travelling time.   

Johannes ZS2JO  
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MTB event in the Baakens River Valley – Sat May 7th 

← A competitor takes the plunge on the Cross-country course... 

For more photos see the PEARS Event Page at: 

www.zs2pe.co.za/Events/events.htm 

It is always great to be involved in sporting events wrt to assisting the 
organisers improve communication during the event. In the line of 
where the participants are on the course / relay any issues pertaining 
to medical, mechanical or physical and generally see the event from 
superb advance points inside the "field of play". This is one of the 
main reasons I completed my radio licence, so together with PEARS, I 
could put back into various sports, something which could enhance 

real time communication on the day. 

During the week, we all kept eager eyes on the weather report, which indicated heavy showers for the Sat and Sun. 
Knowing the past few months of no rain in PE, most of the PEARS members brushed off the showers and came fairly 
unprepared for heavy rain. The morning was overcast with a slight easterly breeze. The PEARS crew all arrived on 
time and with PEARS precision, Tony briefed everyone where to position themselves, while guaranteeing everyone, 
the rain would pass by (needless to say at the JOC was a gazebo with deck chairs - why is the JOC never in the deep 
bush?). 

We departed the JOC area to our designated points, some of us had to hike through thick bush and down deep 
ravens. 

The racing was fast and furious with some young 14yr olds, cycling fearless down the Baakens river gorge and up the 
other side with parents providing much needed support on the side lines. 

Various age groups, in male and female categories were sent off at time intervals during the morning, with a few 
spills and mechanical problems (mainly punctures, where the cyclists had lowered the tyre pressures in anticipation 
of wet muddy conditions, only to ride on the rocky terrain, where tyres got nipped onto the wheel rim, causing 
numerous punctures). 

The main event, was for the U23's and Pro MTB cyclists, which was a 4 & 5 lap race respectively and started before 
noon. The drizzle started to come down periodically during this time period, until the heavens opened at 2pm. 
Despite the downpour, PEARS members held their posts to the bitter end, with smiles on their faces and knocking 
knees while trying to keep out of the rain. 

We can learn, to respect the weatherman's forecast in future and hopefully on the VW Rally we all will be allocated 
positions undercover! 

Jokes aside, thank you to all who volunteered, PEARS once again showed radio communication is alive and well, by 
providing exposure to the community at sporting events. 

See you all at the next event 
73, Colin Schroder, ZR2CRS 

##### 

← OM Al ZS2U receives his Old Toppie award from Ashley 
ZS2AG at the PEARS AGM held on the 21st of June. The 
award reads: 

This is to certify that Al Akers, ZS2U, has not only reached 
the ripe old age of 80 years, but has managed to retain all 
his senses in spite of his close and lengthy association, both 
in person and over the air, with men and women of the 
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society and other hams 
around the world. PEARS salutes him on this fine 
achievement. 

[Endorsements to this certificate may be obtained for each 
additional period of twenty years]  
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CSA National Mtb Super Series, 7 May 2011 
Baakens Valley, JOC 

If I am not mistaken, the briefing read: come prepared. Bring sturdy shoes, swimming costumes, sun block, a hat, 
rainwear, warm clothes, eats and drinks, protection for the radios.   

With all of those and gumboots we met at the place of action. As would be expected, Tony (ZR2TX) walked the extra 
mile and organized a gazebo and tent whilst the weather was pleasant.  

Seeing as it started to rain after a while (and never stopped) the moral of the story is that you can never be too 
prepared. 

Another valuable lesson we learned was to first check with the organizers where they are planning to place their 
loudspeakers. As the name states, they are LOUD speakers, and can make the life of a radio ham very 
uncomfortable. As damage control we turned the speakers to face away from us. That helped a little and the rest of 
the team only had to repeat their info to us three times, in stead of five times.   

The course was a circle route of six kilometres, with competitors completing a predetermined number of laps. The 
PEARS team communicated effortlessly on 145.550 except when one of the JOC members hit the table and the radio 
jumped frequencies without anyone noticing it. The exceptional silence soon became worrying and the problem was 
detected. Thus, check your frequency regularly if there is no frequency lock on the radio. 

In PEARS spirit we completed what we started and although it was so wet, that John (ZR2JDV) referred to himself as 
operator of a marine mobile we had loads of fun. And yes, being outdoors is healthy and it is very inspiring to see 
good athletes in action! 

73 
Llise Dodd ZR2LLD 

Here's my 5c worth... 

.....and there we were, manning the radio at the JOC, when we were overcome by radio silence..., me none the 
wiser, enjoying the view and watching hopeful competitors cycling up and down and round and round while 
warming up for the big event, when Tony ZR2TX our ever vigilant JOC commander noticed that something was 
amiss.....our radio had died. Dreadful news indeed and quite disastrous seeing that after all we are the JOC! Just as I 
thought that all was lost Tony managed to find the cause of our radio's untimely death..........Bigfoot, yours truly 
ZR2PTY, had stomped on the power supply and disconnected one of the wires from the battery terminal! Ouch! Well 
fellow hams, and then, while the cyclists where slipping and falling their way down the slopes of the  course, it 
rained and it rained some more and then it really rained.  All in all the event was well planned with few incidents, 
ours comms in the valley was good and between the organizers and ZR2LLD we were well fed which made the event 
a huge success in my books...did I mention it rained? 

73 
Patsy Kruger ZR2PTY 

##### 
 
I received a photocopy of an article that appeared in an American newspaper – it is reproduced verbatim hereunder. 
It filled my heart with joy to read it – hope it does the same for you! ZS2RL 
 

Assailant suffers injuries from a fall (Shop-lifting does not pay) 
 
Orville Smith, a store manager for Best Buy in Augusta, Ga., told police he observed a male customer, later identified 
as Tyrone Jackson of Augusta, on surveillance cameras, putting a laptop computer under his jacket. When 
confronted the man became irate, knocked down an employee, drew a knife and ran for the door. Outside on the 
sidewalk were four marines collecting toys for the Toys for Tots program. Smith said the marines stopped the man, 
but he stabbed one of the marines, Cpl. Phillip Duggan, in the back; the injury did not appear to be severe. After 
police and an ambulance arrived at the scene Cpl. Duggan was transported for treatment. “The subject was also 
transported to the local hospital with two broken arms, a broken ankle, a broken leg, several missing teeth, possible 
broken ribs, multiple contusions, assorted lacerations, a broken nose and a broken jaw … injuries he sustained when 
he slipped off the curb after stabbing the Marine.” according to a police report.  
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A Field-programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 
 
A Field-programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed to be configured by the customer or 
designer after manufacturing—hence "field-programmable". The FPGA configuration is generally specified using a 
hardware description language (HDL), similar to that used for an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) (circuit 
diagrams were previously used to specify the configuration, as they were for ASICs, but this is increasingly rare). 
FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an ASIC could perform. The ability to update the 
functionality after shipping, partial re-configuration of the portion of the design and the low non-recurring 
engineering costs relative to an ASIC design (notwithstanding the generally higher unit cost), offer advantages for 
many applications. 
 
FPGAs contain programmable logic components called "logic blocks", and a hierarchy of reconfigurable 
interconnects that allow the blocks to be "wired together"—somewhat like many (changeable) logic gates that can 
be inter-wired in (many) different configurations. Logic blocks can be configured to perform complex combinational 
functions, or merely simple logic gates like AND and XOR. In most FPGAs, the logic blocks also include memory 
elements, which may be simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory. 
 
In addition to digital functions, some FPGAs have analog features. The most common analog feature is 
programmable slew rate and drive strength on each output pin, allowing the engineer to set slow rates on lightly 
loaded pins that would otherwise ring unacceptably, and to set stronger, faster rates on heavily loaded pins on high-
speed channels that would otherwise run too slow. Another relatively common analog feature is differential 
comparators on input pins designed to be connected to differential signaling channels. A few "mixed signal FPGAs" 
have integrated peripheral Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) with analog 
signal conditioning blocks allowing them to operate as a system-on-a-chip. Such devices blur the line between an 
FPGA, which carries digital ones and zeros on its internal programmable interconnect fabric, and field-programmable 
analog array (FPAA), which carries analog values on its internal programmable interconnect fabric. 
 
Copied from Wikipedia, see: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-programmable_gate_array 
 
 
 

PEARS AGM Awards – 2011 
 

Trophies 
ZS2OB DX Trophy: 

Colette Rundle ZS2CR. 
ZS2AB Constructors Trophy: 

Allan Whitehead ZS2R. 
Merit Cup: 

Donovan van Loggerenberg ZS2DL. 
VHF Trophy: 

Andre Botes ZS2ACP. 
HRO-SA Ham of the Year: 

Tony Allan ZR2TX. 

 
PEARS Achievement Awards 

For Achieving - Worked All ZS400: 
Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC. 

For Achieving - Worked All ZS500: 
Andre Botes ZS2ACP. 

 
Appreciation Certificates 

Support of RAE and Schools: 
Donovan van Loggerenberg ZS2DL; 
Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ; 
Al Akers ZS2U. 

Voortrekker Events In Uitengage and Despatch Areas: 
Martin Ras ZS2MR; 
Ewalt Bouwer ZS2EHB; 
Henry Danielson ZS2HD. 

Promotion of ZS2PE in Contests and QSX Distribution: 
Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC. 

Unselfish support of PEARS Members' Tower Work 
and Technical Assistance at Repeater Sites: 
Glen Cummings ZS2GV. 

QSX Stand -in Editor (Comes with 1 year's free 
subscription to the position): 
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH. 

Dedicated support, as new members, for all of PEARS 
communication events: 
Patsy Kruger ZR2PTY; 
Llise Dodd ZR2LLD. 

 
A number of certificates for the PEARS VHF & UHF 
Contest and the PEARS HF QSO Party were also 
handed out (too many to mention here).  
 

Congratulations to all!!! 
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Heliographs - Submitted by ZS2R 
 
With the deployment of wireless in the very early 
20th century, signalling with heliographs, lamps 
and semaphores took a diminished role in 
military communications. However, wireless 
could easily be intercepted by the enemy. So 
visual signalling was advantageous when the 
enemy was over the horizon or out of the line of 
site. Visual signalling equipment continued to be 
used through W.W.II and beyond. Afghan 
resistance fighters used the heliograph during 
the Soviet invasion of their country.   
Shortly after this photo was made, some units of 
the Black Watch were serving in the Anglo-Boer 
War (1899-1902) in South Africa. Considerable 

use was made of the heliograph by both sides 
during this war. In addition to tactical use, it was 
employed by the British to replace telegraph lines cut by Boer commandos.  
The sunny climate and clear skies of South Africa were ideal for the heliograph; a five inch mirror could be used to 50 
miles and a ten inch mirror to 100 miles. Rudyard Kipling makes us aware of the heliograph's wide use with 
references to the heliograph in three poems from "Service Songs, South African War."  
Visual signalling was the primary means of communication with forward units during the Boer War. However, the 
telegraph was used to communicate from headquarters to field units to the division level. The submarine telegraph 
was used to communicate with the British government. By the end of the Boer War, British Army telegraphers 
numbered 2,500 and had handled 13.5 million messages.  
It is interesting to note that the Anglo-Boer war was the first instance of wireless telegraphy being used in war. The 
British had Marconi built instruments and the Boers had instruments made by Telefunken. In the fall of 1899, the 
Army and six engineers from Marconi, including Charles S. Franklin, later famous for his understanding and 
application of short waves for Marconi, arrived in South Africa with five portable wireless stations. Due the infancy of 
the technology and the severe conditions under which they were used, neither side was able to make practical use 
of their wireless sets. Lightning affected the coherer and poor ground conductivity limited the transmitter range. 
Dust storms also played havoc with the equipment. In February of 1900, the British Army abandoned the use of 
wireless in the Anglo-Boer war.  
The Anglo-Boer War was the last major conflict to make extensive of the heliograph. The world’s armies were 
phasing out the heliograph after World War One. The Canadian Army continued to issue heliographs through World 
War Two. 
 
For more info see: www.telegraph-office.com/pages/Black-Watch-Signal-Unit.html 
By Neal McEwen, K5RW 

 
 
  

Black Watch, 42nd Royal Highland Regiment Signalling Unit, c. 1898. 
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Sunday Bulletins 
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays immediately 
after the SARL English transmission, i.e. at about 08:30 on 
7098 kHz as well as the 2 metre linked network that 
provides from Butterworth to George and up to the Free 
State and their environs. PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz 
transceiver facilities are also remotely linked as needed. In 
addition, the SARL's 40 m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz 
or Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely patched to the 2 m 
network in receive only mode or with full transceive 
capability for interactive events.  
A recorded rebroadcast of the bulletin takes place on the 
Eastern Cape Linked Repeater Network every Monday night 
at 20h00 courtesy of various volunteers who rotate this 
duty. 

Bulletin Roster 
5th June Beavan ZS2RL 

12th June Clive ZS2RT 

19th June Bill ZS2ABZ 

26th June Chris ZS2AAW 

3rd July Al ZS2U 

10th July Theunis ZS2EC 

The bulletin readers are 
always looking for 

something to announce. If 
you have something to 

contribute, please forward 
it to the next reader. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS 

BIRTHDAYS – June 

02 Vanessa Cummings, XYL of Glen ZS2GV 
03 Ann Smook, XYL of Edward (Ted) ZR2ES 
03 Tim Joubert ZS2X 
05 June Jones ZS2JJ, XYL of Mike ZS2MJ 
06 Linton Rohl ZS2ICE 
09 Gus Winter ZS2MC 
10 Ken Victor ZS2OC 
13 James Hoole ZS2ABM 
16 Clement Holmes 
16 Ian Moore ZS2IJ 
18 Ingrid Petzer, XYL of Dawid ZS1PC 
18 Robert van der Merwe 
19 Neville Bowden ZS2N 

21 Fredrick Leibach ZR2FM 
21 Michael Schwenkert ZS2MS 
25 Terry Flanagan ZS2ABB 
29 Dennis Hibberd 

ANNIVERSARIES – June 

10 Gwen and Dennis Hibberd 
14 Heather and James Hoole ZS2ABM 
30 Marelyn and Ettienne van Niekerk 
 
If you are a member and your birthday or 
anniversary details are omitted or incorrect, 
please notify Clive ZS2RT (or any committee 
member) to update our records. 

 

DIARY OF EVENTS 
4 June RTA in Port Elizabeth 

4–5 June SEANET Contest 

11 June Portugal Day Contest 

16 June SARL Youth Day Sprint [10:00 to 12:00 CAT] 

17 June World QRP Day June 

18–19 June All Asian DX CW Contest 

19 June Fathers' Day 

21 June PEARS monthly meeting at the Italian Sporting Club 

23–27 June SARL Top Band QSO Party [02:00 to 02:00 CAT] 

25–26 June His Majesty the King of Spain SSB Contest 

25–26 June ARRL Field Day 

2–3 July DL-DX RTTY Contest 

3 July DARC 10-Metre Digital Contest 

12 July PEARS monthly meeting (VW Rally briefing) 

15–16 July VW Rally 
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Your Societies Committee for 2011/2012 
Chairman, Events organising Tony Allen ZR2TX 082 956 2920 tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com 
Vice Chairman, 
Technical/repeaters 

Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082 411 2743 glen[at]peham.co.za 

Secretary, Events organising Beavan Gwilt 041 368 8810 bgwilt[at]iburst.co.za 
Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041 367 3203 clive[at]peham.co.za 
Social, Meetings, Catering Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041 581 2580 zs2abz[at]isat.co.za 
Public Relations Johannes Geldenhuys 

ZS2JO 
O82 320 3032 Johannes[at]s4.co.za 

Contests, Awards Al Akers ZS2U 041 360 2983  
QSX Distribution, Contests, 
Awards 

Theunis Potgieter 
ZS2EC 

082 766 8830 zs2ec[at]vodamail.co.za 

Technical/repeaters, WiFi, 
Web 

Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 082 925 6367 christopher[at]peham.co.za 

CO-OPTED POSTS 
RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082 852 4885 zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za 
Assessors Rory ZS2BL 

Chris ZS2AAW 
Donovan ZS2DL 
Bill ZS2ABZ 

072 026 8909 
082 925 6367 
082 852 4885 
041 581 2580 

rory[at]commco.co.za 
christopher[at]peham.co.za 
zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za 
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za 

Contest Committee Al ZS2U 
Theunis ZS2EC  
Mike ZS2FM 

041 360 2983 
082 766 8830 
041 581 2425 

contest[at]peham.co.za 

QSX Editor Eric Hosten ZS2ECH 072 8414 693 qsx[at]peham.co.za 

Replace [at] with @when you want to send an email. 
 

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services 

Local Repeaters: 
These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area. 

Town VHF 
145.050/650 

Town UHF 
431.050/438.650 

Uitenhage 
145.075/675 

Tygerhoek 
145.000/600 

Longmore 
145.025/625 

Cape Linked System Repeaters: 
These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and 

WCRWG systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details. 
Lady's Slipper 
145.100/700 

Grahamstown 
145.150/750 

Cradock 
145.050/650 

Noupoort 
438.750 / 438.675 

Colesberg 
431.075/438.675 

Kareedouw 
145.127/725 

Plett 
145.175/775 

Brenton 
145.075/675 

Packet network: 
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node 

Lady’s Slipper 
10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 

144.800 1200bd 
438.275 1200bd (FWD) 

434.875 9600bd 
434.800 1200bd APRS 
Cape Linked System 

ZS0NTP BBS 
Lady’s Slipper 

On all node frequencies 

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node 
Grahamstown 

144.800 1200bd 
434.800 1200bd (FWD) 

439.850 9600bd 

ZS0CDK-2 Digi 
Cradock 

144.800 1200bd 

ZS0KDJ APRS Digi 
Mount Road 

434.800 1200bd 

ZS0KDB APRS Digi 
Longmore 

434.800 1200bd 

ZS2ABZ-4 
WMR918 WX Station 

144.625 1200bd 

Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank 
code 121217, A/C name: Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference. 
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IF NOT DELIVERED 
RETURN TO 

 
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society 

PO Box 10402 
LINTON GRANGE 

6015 

 
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS 

and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS, 
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS 


